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Audience Level: 1-4.
K-12 ebook
616.5
LAN

Warts /

K-12 ebook
616.9
LAN

Chickenpox /

K-12 ebook
616.9
LAN

Strep throat /

Landau, Elaine.
c2010.

Provides basic information about warts and their prevention.

Landau, Elaine.
c2010.

Answers all the questions kids might have about chickenpox.

Landau, Elaine.
c2010.

Provides basic information about strep throat and its prevention.

Audience Level: 1-5.
K-12 ebook
92
CHA

Cesar Chavez : the farm workers' best friend /

K-12 ebook
92
SIT

Sitting Bull : "Tatanka-Iyotake" /

Collard, Sneed B.
c2010.

Learn all there is to know about American hero Cesar Chavez.

Collard, Sneed B.
2009.

Learn all there is to know about American hero Sitting Bull.

Audience Level: 2-6.
K-12 ebook
323.1196
FRA

The Montgomery Bus Boycott /

K-12 ebook
973.3
FRA

The Stamp Act of 1765 /

Fradin, Dennis B.

A clear and concise description of the Montgomery Bus Boycott, one of the most critical moments in American history.

2009.

Fradin, Dennis B.
2009.

A clear and concise description of the Stamp Act of 1765, one of the most critical moments in American history.

Audience Level: 3-6.
K-12 ebook
598.9
HAY

Hawks and falcons /

K-12 ebook
599.53
HAN

Dolphins /

K-12 ebook
599.75
ELL

Leopards /

K-12 ebook
599.79
HAN

Seals /

K-12 ebook
599.88
ELL

Apes /

Haywood, Karen.
c2011.

Describes the characteristics, behaviors, and plights of hawks and falcons, and what people can do to help.

Haney, Johannah.
c2011.

Describes the characteristics, behavior, and plight of endangered dolphins, and what people can do to help.

Ellis, Carol,
c2011.

Describes the characteristics, behavior, and plight of leopards, and what people can do to help.

Haney, Johannah.
c2011.

Describes the characteristics, behavior, and plight of endangered seals, and what people can do to help.

Describes the characteristics, behavior, and plight of endangered apes, and what people can do to help.

Ellis, Carol,
c2011.
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Audience Level: 4-6
K-12 ebook
006.3
HAR

Artificial intelligence /

K-12 ebook
152.4
PER

The science of emotions

K-12 ebook
363.25
PER

Science beats crime /

K-12 ebook
613.7
PER

Sports science /

K-12 ebook
614.4
LEW

Mosquito-borne illnesses /

K-12 ebook
614.5
BJO

Cholera :

K-12 ebook
616
HAR

Unusual diseases /

K-12 ebook
616.1
BJO

Sickle cell anemia /

K-12 ebook
616.7
BJO

Arthritis /

K-12 ebook
616.8
BJO

Tourette syndrome /

K-12 ebook
616.86
COL

Drug dependence /

K-12 ebook
616.9
COL

Measles and mumps

K-12 ebook
616.9
KLO

Drug-resistant diseases and superbugs /

K-12 ebook
616.9
WOU

Tuberculosis /

Harris, Michael C.
c2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in artificial intelligence.

Perritano, John.
2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in understanding emotions.

Perritano, John.
c2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in crime solving.

Perritano, John.
c2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in understanding sports.

Lew, Kristi.
c2010.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about mosquito-borne illnesses.

Bjorklund, Ruth.
c2009.

Examines the deadly outbreak of cholera in 1831, examining the disease, research and vaccine.

Harris, Michael C.
c2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in understanding physical and mental diseases.

Bjorklund, Ruth.
c2011.

Provides comprehensive information on the causes, treatment, and history of sickle cell anemia.

Bjorklund, Ruth.
c2010.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about arthritis.

Bjorklund, Ruth.
c2010.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about Tourette Syndrome.

Colligan, L. H.
c2011.

Provides comprehensive information on the causes, treatment, and history of drug dependence.

Colligan, L. H.
c2011.

Provides comprehensive information on the causes, treatment, and history of Measles and Mumps.

Klosterman, Lorrie.
c2010.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about drug-resistant superbugs.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about Tuberculosis.

Wouk, Henry.
2010.
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K-12 ebook
616.99
CAP

Digestive disorders /

K-12 ebook
617.7
KLO

Vision disorders /

K-12 ebook
617.8
WOU

Hearing disorders /

K-12 ebook
617.9
HAR

Spare parts for people /

Capaccio, George.
c2010.

Provides comprehensive information on the causes, treatment, and history of digestive disorders.

Klosterman, Lorrie.
c2010.

Provides readers with all the facts they need to know about vision disorders.

Wouk, Henry.
c2011.

Provides comprehensive information on the causes, treatment, and history of hearing disorders.

Harris, Michael C.
c2011.

Explore the amazing advances science has made in understanding anatomy and prosthetics.

Audience Level: 4-7.
K-12 ebook
539.7
LEP

Atoms and molecules /

K-12 ebook
930.1
CRO

Exploring the past /

K-12 ebook
974.7004
KIN

The Mohawk /

Lepora, Nathan.

Describes the fascinating details and characteristics of atoms and molecules that are too small for the unaided eye to see--Provided
by publisher.

c2010.

Croy, Anita.
c2011.

Describes the hidden artifacts, remains, and other details that help people understand the past.

King, David C.
c2010.

A detailed look at the Mohawk from their early history to the modern day.

Audience Level: 4-8
K-12 ebook
305.800973
OTF

1990-2010 /

K-12 ebook
305.868
WOR

1950s to 1960s /

K-12 ebook
305.8968
WOR

The 1970s to the 1980s /

K-12 ebook
973
HER

1898 to World War II /

K-12 ebook
973.8
HER

The Spanish-American War /

Otfinoski, Steven.
2009.

Learn about Hispanic America from the 1990s to 2010.

Worth, Richard.
2009.

Learn about Hispanic America from the 1950s to 1960s.

Worth, Richard.
2009.

Learn about Hispanic America from the 1970s to 1980s.

Hernandez, Roger E.
2009.

Learn about Hispanic America from 1898 to World War II.

Hernandez, Roger E.
c2010.

Learn about Hispanic America through the The Spanish-American War.

Audience Level: 4-9.
K-12 ebook
331.702
FRA

Earning

Fradin, Dennis B.

Answers basic questions about earning money students ask when considering career choices and financial skills needed for
adulthood.

c2011.
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K-12 ebook
332.024
FRA

Saving /

K-12 ebook
332.024
FRA

Spending /

K-12 ebook
332.6
FRA

Investing /

K-12 ebook
332.7
FRA

Borrowing /

Fradin, Dennis B.

Answers basic questions students ask about saving money and other financial skills needed for adulthood: strategies for saving for
college, a car, a house, and retirement; and ways to save on everyday expenses.

c2010.

Fradin, Dennis B.

Answers basic questions students ask when learning about spending money and other financial skills needed for adulthood:
strategies for making a budget; spending with cash versus credit; and whether to rent or buy a place to live.

c2010.

Fradin, Dennis B.

Answers basic questions students ask when learning about financial skills needed for adulthood, including investing money in the
stock market, bonds and mutual funds, gold, and collectibles.

c2010.

Fradin, Dennis B.

Answers basic questions students ask when learning about financial skills needed for adulthood, including borrowing money
through mortgages, car loans, college loans, and credit cards.

c2010.

Audience Level: 5-8.
K-12 ebook
523.41
COL

Mercury /

K-12 ebook
523.42
BJO

Venus /

K-12 ebook
523.43
CAP

Mars /

K-12 ebook
523.44
SHE

Asteroids, meteors, and comets /

K-12 ebook
523.45
CAP

Jupiter /

K-12 ebook
523.46
HIC

Saturn /

K-12 ebook
523.47
SHE

Uranus /

K-12 ebook
523.48
SHE

Neptune /

K-12 ebook
523.49
LEW

The dwarf planet Pluto /

K-12 ebook
523.7
CAP

The sun /

Colligan, L. H.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Mercury.

Bjorklund, Ruth.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Venus.

Capaccio, George.
c2010.

Describes Mars, including its history, its composition, and its role in the solar system.

Sherman, Josepha.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about asteroids, meteors, and comets.

Capaccio, George.
c2008.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Jupiter.

Hicks, Terry Allan.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Saturn.

Sherman, Josepha.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Uranus.

Sherman, Josepha.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Neptune.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about Pluto.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about the Sun.

Lew, Kristi.
c2010.

Capaccio, George.
c2010.
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K-12 ebook
525
HIC

Earth and the moon /

K-12 ebook
578.734098
HEI

The Amazon rain forest /

K-12 ebook
948
HUE

American archaeology uncovers the Vikings /

K-12 ebook
973.2
HUE

American archaeology uncovers the earliest English colonies

K-12 ebook
973.7
HUE

American archaeology uncovers the Underground Railroad /

K-12 ebook
974.7
HUE

American archeology uncovers the Dutch colonies

K-12 ebook
978
HUE

American archaeology uncovers the westward movement /

Hicks, Terry Allan.
c2010.

Journey into space and find out all there is to know about the Earth and the Moon. .

Heinrichs, Ann.
2009.

A detailed look at the mysterious, exciting, and exotic Amazon Rain Forest.

Huey, Lois Miner.
c2010.

Study American history through the artifacts of the Vikings.

Huey, Lois Miner.
c2010.

Study American history through the artifacts of the earliest English settlements.

Huey, Lois Miner.
c2010.

Study American history through the artifacts of theUnderground Railroad.

Huey, Lois Miner.
c2010.

Study American history through the artifacts of the Dutch colonies.

Huey, Lois Miner.
c2010.

Study American history through the artifacts of the Westward Movement.

Audience Level: 5-A.
K-12 ebook
599.09181
MAM

Mammals of the Northern Hemisphere

K-12 ebook
599.09181
MAM

Mammals of the Southern Hemisphere.

K-12 ebook
613.03
NUT

Nutrition and fitness

K-12 ebook
616.003
DIS

Diseases, disorders, and injuries.

K-12 ebook
931
DRA

The Chinese

K-12 ebook
935
MAR

The Mesopotamians

K-12 ebook
937
MAR

The Romans

Contains colorful artwork, photographs, and range maps that enhance coverage of taxonomy, anatomy, behavior, habitat, and
survival.

Contains colorful artwork, photographs, and range maps that enhance coverage of taxonomy, anatomy, behavior, habitat, and
survival.

The 129 articles included in Nutrition and Fitness provide detailed information on a wide variety of topics that fall into the
following five subject areas: body; diet and nutrition; human behavior; illness, injury, and disorders; and prevention and cure

Diseases, Disorders, and Injuries includes 181 articles that are intended to provide basic information about the most common
afflictions that young people are likely to encounter and 27 articles about the body systems that are affected by those condition

2010.

2010.

c2011.

c2011.

Dramer, Kim.

Focuses on the discoveries and inventions of the ancient Chinese civilization in the areas of transportation, agriculture, architecture,
science, and technology.

2012-

Mara, Wil.

Focuses on the discoveries and inventions of the ancient Mesopotamian civilization in the areas of transportation, agriculture,
architecture, science, and technology.

2012-

Mara, Wil.

Focuses on the discoveries and inventions of the ancient Roman civilization in the areas of transportation, agriculture, architecture,
science, and technology.

2012-
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K-12 ebook
948
TRU

The Vikings

K-12 ebook
972
HEI

The Aztecs

Trueit, Trudi Strain.

Focuses on the discoveries and inventions of the ancient Viking civilization in the areas of transportation, agriculture, architecture,
science, and technology.

2012-

Heinrichs, Ann.

Focuses on the discoveries and inventions of the ancient Aztec civilization in the areas of transportation, agriculture, architecture,
science, and technology.

2012-

Audience Level: 6-A.
K-12 ebook
179
MAC

Animal rights

K-12 ebook
325.73
BJO

Immigration

K-12 ebook
333.792
HAN

Nuclear energy

K-12 ebook
342.7308
HIC

Student rights

K-12 ebook
363.32
STE

Terrorism

K-12 ebook
363.738
COL

Global warming

K-12 ebook
641.5944
LOC

The cooking of France

K-12 ebook
641.5951
LOC

The cooking of China

K-12 ebook
641.5972
LOC

The cooking of Mexico

K-12 ebook
937
ANC

Ancient Rome : an illustrated history.

K-12 ebook
938
ANC

Ancient Greece : an illustrated history.

K-12 ebook
939
ANC

Ancient Egypt and the Near East : an illustrated history.

Mack, Gail.

Explains the reasoning behind the different positions regarding the issue of animal rights, and how to analyze and develop critical
thinking and informed opinions on this issue.

2012-

Bjorklund, Ruth.

Explains the reasoning behind the different positions regarding the issue of immigration, and how to analyze and develop critical
thinking and informed opinions on this issue.

2012-

Haney, Johannah.

Explains the reasoning behind the different positions regarding the issue of nuclear energy, and how to analyze and develop critical
thinking and informed opinions on this issue.

2012-

Hicks, Aubrey.

Examines the two sides of the debate related to freedom of speech and press, censorship, the right to protest, and the ability to
practice freedom of expression and religion, and how it affects students today.

2012-

Sterngass, Jon.

Explains the reasoning behind the different positions regarding the issue of terrorism, and how to analyze and develop critical
thinking and informed opinions on this issue.

2012-

Colligan, L. H.

Examines the two sides of the debate related to global warming, discussing issues including what is global warming, climate
change and the potential effects on the planet, and whether or not global warming is actually taking place.

2012-

Locricchio, Matthew.
2012-

Introduces the different culinary regions of France and presents many kinds of recipes for traditional French dishes.

Locricchio, Matthew.
2012-

Introduces the different culinary regions of China and presents many kinds of recipes for traditional Chinese dishes.

Locricchio, Matthew.

Introduces the different culinary regions of Mexico and presents many kinds of recipes for traditional Mexico dishes.

Tracks the progress from the legendary founding of Rome by Romulus in 753 BCE, to the heights of the Roman Empire around 117
CE, and on to the death of Theodosius (the last man to rule over a unified Roman Empire) in 395 CE.

Follows the progress of the Greeks from the early establishment of farming communities around 6500 BCE, to the rise of the great
city-states of Sparta and Athens, and on to the dissolution of the empire of Alexander the Great following his death in 323 B

Explores the early civilizations that developed in Egypt and Mesopotamia between the start of farming in the Nile Valley around
6000 BCE and the defeat of the Persians by Alexander the Great in 330 BCE.

2012-

2010.

2010.

c2011.
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K-12 ebook
940.53
COU

Countdown to catastrophe

K-12 ebook
940.53
GLO

Global chaos

K-12 ebook
940.53
PER

The Holocaust

K-12 ebook
940.54
FIN

The final victories

K-12 ebook
940.54
FIR

The first bloody battles.

K-12 ebook
940.54
HOR

Horrific invasions

K-12 ebook
940.54
TER

Terror and triumph

K-12 ebook
941.5081
FRA

The Irish potato famine

K-12 ebook
954
SRI

India

K-12 ebook
959.1
YIN

Myanmar

K-12 ebook
959.5
MUN

Malaysia

K-12 ebook
959.604
SON

The Khmer Rouge

K-12 ebook
959.8
MIR

Indonesia

K-12 ebook
962.404
BUR

The Lost Boys of Sudan

Covers the aftermath of World War I and events in Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and the U.S. from 1919 to 1939 which
lead to the outbreak of World War II.

Covers the events of World War II, including action in Italy and the Mediterranean; the Nazi State; Axis, Allied, and U.S. home
fronts; and the Holocaust.

c2011.

c2011.

Perl, Lila.

Presents accounts of narrow escapes executed by oppressed individuals and groups while illuminating social issues and the
historical background that led to the event known as the Holocaust.

Covers the events of World War II, including the fall of the Third Reich, island hopping in the Pacific, the defeat of Japan, and the
Marshall Plan.

Covers the outbreak of World War II from 1939 to 1941 including Germany's blitzkrieg tactics, the bombing raids on London, the
North African campaign, the Battle of the Atlantic, and the attack on Pearl Harbor.

Covers the events of World War II from 1942 to 1943 including the Bataan "Death March," U.S. victory at Midway, the invasion of
Burma, Stalingrad Airlift, and Operation Torch.

Covers the events of World War II, including Operation Overlord, the Eastern European Front, the European air war, and the Battle
of the Atlantic.

2012-

c2011.

c2011.

c2011.

c2011.

Fradin, Dennis B.

Provides comprehensive information on the history leading up to the Irish potato famine, presents accounts of narrow escapes, and
discusses the legacy of the event.

2012-

Srinivasan, Radhika,

Provides comprehensive information on the geography, history, wildlife, governmental structure, economy, cultural diversity,
peoples, religion, and culture of India.

2012-

Yin, Saw Myat,

Provides comprehensive information on the geography, history, wildlife, governmental structure, economy, cultural diversity,
peoples, religion, and culture of Myanmar.

2012-

Munan, Heidi.

Provides comprehensive information on the geography, history, wildlife, governmental structure, economy, cultural diversity,
peoples, religion, and culture of Malaysia.

2012-

Sonneborn, Liz.

Presents accounts of narrow escapes executed by oppressed individuals and groups while illuminating social issues and the
historical background that led to the atrocities committed in Cambodia's "killing fields" by the Khmer Rouge.

2012-

Mirpuri, Gouri,

Provides comprehensive information on the geography, history, wildlife, governmental structure, economy, cultural diversity,
peoples, religion, and culture of Indonesia.

2012-

Burlingame, Jeff.

Presents accounts of narrow escapes executed by oppressed individuals and groups while illuminating social issues and the
historical background that led to wars in Sudan and the orphaned refugees known as the 'Lost Boys'.

2012-
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The Underground Railroad

Fradin, Dennis B.

Presents accounts of narrow escapes executed by oppressed individuals and groups while illuminating social issues and the
historical background that led to the event known as the Underground Railroad.

2012-

Audience Level: 7-A.
K-12 ebook
174.2
STE

Reproductive technology

K-12 ebook
306.84
STE

Same-sex marriage

K-12 ebook
322
JUD

Religion and government : should they mix? /

K-12 ebook
323.1196
MAR

The Montgomery Bus Boycott milestone of the civil rights movement /

K-12 ebook
327.1
WOO

Military might and global intervention

K-12 ebook
333.79
KOW

Alternative energy sources /

K-12 ebook
339.4
AXE

Poverty in America : cause or effect? /

K-12 ebook
342.7302
KRE

The Constitution

K-12 ebook
342.7308
KRE

The Bill of Rights

K-12 ebook
342.7308
PER

Immigration : this land is whose land? /

K-12 ebook
346.7304
RIL

Internet piracy /

K-12 ebook
361.60973
BUR

Government entitlements

K-12 ebook
362.1
NAD

Health care : a right or a privilege? /

Sterngass, Jon.

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of reproductive technology.

Sterngass, Jon.

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of same sex marriage.

2012-

Judson, Karen,

Helps readers use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of religion and government.

2009.

Marsico, Katie,
2012-

Provides information on the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 1955 and the differing perspectives accompanying it.

Woog, Adam,

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of military might and global
intervention.

2012-

Kowalski, Kathiann M.,
c2010.

Provides readers with information regarding alternative energy sources.

Axelrod-Contrada, Joan.

Helps readers use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of poverty in America.

2009, c2010

Krensky, Stephen.

An analysis of the U.S. Constitution, with information on how it was created and its impact on the United States and the world.

2012-

Krensky, Stephen.

An analysis of the U.S. Bill of Rights, with information on how it was created and how it has evolved, with examples of major
Supreme Court decisions related to it.

2012-

Perl, Lila.
c2010.

Provides readers with information regarding Immigration.

Riley, Gail Blasser.
c2010.

Provides readers with information regarding internet piracy.

Burlingame, Jeff.

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of government entitlement.

Helps readers use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of health care. .

2012-

2012-

Naden, Corinne J.
c2010.
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K-12 ebook
362.29
STE

Steroids /

K-12 ebook
362.290973
WOR

Illegal drugs : condone or incarcerate? /

K-12 ebook
363.4
WOR

Gambling : winner or loser? /

K-12 ebook
364.15
MAR

The Texas polygamist raid religious freedom versus child welfare /

K-12 ebook
364.15
PER

Genocide : stand by or intervene? /

K-12 ebook
364.16
HAN

Identity theft /

K-12 ebook
364.6
PER

Torture

K-12 ebook
365
BUR

Prisons

K-12 ebook
910.9163
BUR

The Titanic tragedy the price of prosperity in a gilded age /

K-12 ebook
973.3
KRE

The Declaration of Independence

K-12 ebook
973.7
KRE

The Emancipation Proclamation

Sterngass, Jon.
c2011.

Provides readers with information regarding steroids.

Worth, Richard.
2009.

Helps readers use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of illegal drugs.

Worth, Richard.
c2010.

Helps readers use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of legal gambling.

Marsico, Katie,
2012-

Provides information on the Texas polygamist raid and the differing perspectives accompanying it.

Perl, Lila.
2010.

Provides readers with information regarding genocide.

Hanel, Rachael.
2010.

Provides readers with information regarding identity theft.

Perl, Lila.
2012-

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of torture.

Burlingame, Jeff.

Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they stand on the issue of the treatment of prisoners.

2012-

Burlingame, Jeff.
2012-

Provides information on the Titanic tragedy and the differing perspectives accompanying it.

Krensky, Stephen.

An analysis of the Declaration of Independence, with information on how it was created and its impact on the United States and the
world.

2012-

Krensky, Stephen.

An analysis of the Emancipation Proclamation, with information on how it was created and its impact on American history.

2012-

Audience Level: 8-A.
K-12 ebook
303.6
MAR

Civil unrest in the 1960s : riots and their aftermath /

K-12 ebook
324.6
MAR

Women's right to vote : America's suffrage movement /

K-12 ebook
345.73
BUR

The Scopes trial : faith, science, and American education /

Mara, Wil.

Explore civil unrest in the 1960s and with eyewitness accounts and commentary, learn about the differing viewpoints surrounding
this time. .

2009.

Marsico, Katie,

Provides comprehensive information on the suffrage movement in the United States and the differing perspectives accompanying it.

2010.

Burgan, Michael.

Provides comprehensive information on the Scopes trial, evolution, fundamentalism, and American education and the differing
perspectives accompanying them.

2010.
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K-12 ebook
363.17
MAR

The Chernobyl disaster : legacy and impact on the future of nuclear energy /

K-12 ebook
373.17
MAR

The Columbine High School massacre : murder in the classroom /

K-12 ebook
569.9
STE

Ice age Neanderthals /

K-12 ebook
940.53
HEI

The Japanese American internment : innocence, guilt, and wartime justice /

K-12 ebook
940.53
MAR

Kristallnacht : Nazi persecution of the Jews in Europe /

K-12 ebook
940.54
BUR

Hiroshima : birth of the nuclear age /

K-12 ebook
973.04
MAR

The trail of tears : the tragedy of the American Indians /

K-12 ebook
974.7
MAR

The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire : its legacy of labor rights /

Mara, Wil.

Provides comprehensive information on the nuclear disaster at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant and the differing perspectives
accompanying it.

c2011.

Marsico, Katie,

Provides comprehensive information on the Columbine High School massacre and the examination of violence in schools.

c2010.

Stefoff, Rebecca,
c2010.

Take a step back in time to explore ice age neanderthals.

Heinrichs, Ann.

Provides comprehensive information on the Japanese-American internment in the United States and the differing perspectives
accompanying it.

c2011.

Mara, Wil.

Explore Kristallnacht, and with eyewitness accounts and commentary, learn about the differing viewpoints surrounding the event.

2009.

Burgan, Michael.

Explore Hiroshima, and with eyewitness accounts and commentary, learn about the differing viewpoints surrounding the event.

2009.

Marsico, Katie,

Explore the Trail of Tears, and with eyewitness accounts and commentary, learn about the differing viewpoints surrounding the
event.

c2010.

Marsico, Katie,

Explore the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire, and with eyewitness accounts and commentary, learn about the differing viewpoints
surrounding the event. .

c2010.

Audience Level: 9-12
K-12 ebook
398.20
GOD

Gods and goddesses of Greece and Rome
Explores the many gods, goddesses, and mythological figures that have pervaded human culture from prehistoric times through
today.

Total Titles:

132

2012-.
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